
Abstract
Residential electricity consumption data can provide important insights 
into the efficacy of energy efficiency programs, and other utility programs. 
Utility data often do not contain major household features, such as the 
presence of air conditioning, which provides important information. We 
attempt to learn the presence of air conditioning from monthly electricity 
consumption data. We find that an engineering-inspired linear model, a 
random forest, and a clustering-based classifier all perform are 
substantially better than chance, but likely are not sufficiently accurate for 
incorporation into econometric studies, given the data available.

Classification performance

Problem statemement
Can we predict the presence of air conditioning in a household based on 
monthly electricity consumption data?

Data
We consider 482 households in and around Austin, Texas, from Pecan 
Street Inc. [7]. Households are submetered, and with electricity
consumption measurements from numerous individual appliances every 
minute. We aggregate total electricity use and air conditioner data to 
monthly resolution. 449 households have window or central air 
conditioning, 33 have no air conditioning. We consider data from 2012-
2015. We add local monthly average temperature data from Weather 
Underground [8].

• Monthly electricity consumption is a meaningful predictor of the presence 
  of air conditioning in households.
• These classifiers are likely not accurate enough to supplement
  econometric research, but could help inform utility program outreach 
• Random forest likely has most potential to learn underlying relationships, 
  but resulting classifiers may have limited external validity
• Linear model has similar performance with this sample, and likely has 
  higher external validity due to basis in engineering
• Further analysis on a larger dataset, with greater geographic diversity is 
  likely required to create a more accurate classifier
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Methods

Engineering-inspired linear method
We model a household’s response to warmer temperatures with the 
following model:
kWhm = βtm + εm, for months m such that tm > 65°F
where kWhm is monthly household electricity consumption, tm is 
monthly average temperature, and εm is an error term. We set a 
threshold, γ, and classify all households with β>γ as AC, and all 
others as non-AC. 

Training, test, and validation datasets
Training: 149 AC (140 in random forest, clustering), 15 non-AC
Test: 149 AC (143 in random forest, clustering), 9 non-AC
Validation: 151 AC (141 in random forest, clustering), 9 non-AC
Training and test are combined for clustering analysis.
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Why air conditioning?
Air conditioning (AC) accounts for 6% of residential electricity consumption 
in the US [1], and 18% or more in warmer states, such as Texas [2]. There 
is growing interest in ex-post evaluation of residential utility programs, 
such as energy efficiency programs, based on econometric analysis of 
household-level data [3,4]. These studies are an indispensible part of 
efforts to mitigate climate change, but key household-level characteristics, 
such as the presence of air conditioning are often unavailable

Random Forest
Breiman’s classification algorithm, from the randomForest R package.

Clustering-based method
Hartigan-Wong k-means clustering algorithm using squared-error 
distance metric. We select the lowest within-cluster sum of squares 
for 1000 iterations to account for local minima.

Why monthly data?
Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) techniques, which deduce the 
presence and overall energy consumption of individual loads within a 
building based on whole-building electricity consumption data have existed 
for decades [5, 6]. However, almost all such techniques use data with 
hourly or sub-hourly resolution. Many electric utilities do not have 
Advanced Metering Infrastructure to support such data, but do store 
monthly data for billing purposes. Thus, a technique that relies only on 
monthly data can be universally applied across the vast majority of 
households in the United States. 

We perform three classes of analysis: 
• An engineering-inspired linear method, based on the relationship 
  between temperature and AC use.
• A random forest, using 12 consecutive months of mean-
  normalized electricity consumption as features
• K-means clustering on the same data, aiming to produce a 
  predictor from the resulting clusters
• Due to the small fraction of households without AC, we optimize 
  negative predictive value (NPV), the number of correctly-classified 
  non-AC households as a fraction of the total number of households 
  classified as non-AC. We also require at least 50% of non-AC 
  households to be classified correctly.

Monthly electricity consumption v. average temperature for one 
household with, and one without air conditioning. Note the house with 
air conditioning is much more sensitive to temperatures above 65°F.

Predicted and actual presence of air conditioning in households. Quotes 
denote predictions. PPV and NPV are positive and negative predictive value 
respectively, the fraction of true positive or true negatives. All three 
classifiers perform substantially better than chance out-of-sample, with the 
Linear and Random Forest models performing the best by several metrics.

Clustering results

• Apparent noise in labels, particularly for non-AC households
• Households all from hot Texas climate
• Sample is relatively affluent, with mean income of $157,000
• Summer vacations may add noise to data, particularly for linear 
  method

Limitations
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Linear (γ=4.5kWh/°F) Random Forest Clustering

Learned clusters of monthly household electricity consumption, with 
counts of the number of households in each cluster with and without air 
conditioning (AC). Flat (red) clusters predict non-AC households best.
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